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Abstract: In this paper, we develop a guideline for adver-
tisers to make the best marketing practices by visualiz-
ing and studying the evolution of popular Twitter hash-
tags. We monitor specific quantitative attributes like the
numbers of initiators and commentators. This informa-
tion allows us to identify the patterns for best practices.
This practices are not noticeable to advertisers who aim
to utilize Twitter to do online marketing. The result of
the study indicates four patterns for successful hashtags,
as well as findings about the use of commercial hashtags.
Practical implications of these findings are discussed, as
well as suggestions for future research.

1. Introduction

Motivation: The usage of twitter hashtag in online mar-
keting has become increasingly popular and effective. A
Twitter hashtag is simply a keyword phrase, spelled out
without spaces, with a pound sign in front of it. A Twit-
ter hashtag ties the conversations of different users into one
stream. So, if Twitter users who are not otherwise con-
nected talk about the same topic using a specific hashtag,
their tweets will appear in the same stream. In that way,
Twitter hashtags solve a coordination issue and facilitate
a conversation. Popular hashtagged words often become
trending topics–topics so many people are talking about that
they are a ”trend.” Because hashtags are great for centraliz-
ing conversations around marketing campaigns, the study of
evolutions of successful hashtags become important. Cur-
rently there are a lot of empirical strategies to use hashtag
for marketing purpose, yet objective and quantitative re-
search on the evolution of a hashtag has not yet been ex-
plored accordingly. What makes hashtags popular? What
do their evolution look like? Is there any pattern?

What is interesting about this study is that quantitative
factors including the numbers of initiators, commentators
over the spread of a hashtag are utilized to provide guides
to any online marketing strategy making. Several patterns

of evolution of the successful hashtags are be discovered.
A novel way of classifying of successful by using different
time resolution is implemented in this paper. In addition,
by filtering out tool hashtags, my research focuses on com-
mercial hashtags and eventful hashtags, which makes this
study significant to advertisers who utilize Twitter for on-
line marketing. The challenges in this study come from the
following aspects. The first challenge is the optimization
of algorithm to convert of data structure of twitter entity to
that of hashtag entity. Since the dataset is really big, the op-
timization is not only necessary, but also crucial. The sec-
ond challenge is related to the pattern recognition. In this
study, we define the pattern features first and program ac-
cordingly to detect the pattern. The last challenge is to iden-
tify the commercial hashtags. After sorting all the hashtags,
we filter out tool hashtags to get eventful and commercial
hashtags. From those hashtags, commercial hashtags, es-
pecially newly emerged commercial hashtags are manually
collected.

Background: There are previous works that focus on
the temporal patterns in social media. Particularly, the au-
thors of [2] have exclusively explored the temporal patterns
associated with online content and how the contents pop-
ularity grows and fades over time in social media. Other
works in social network consider dynamics and collective
behaviors of twitter users; In this direction, authors of [4]
have investigated the numbers of propagators and commen-
tators in the evolution of a particular hashtag. The author
of [3] have systematically identify the representative pat-
terns of collective behaviors in social media using a novel
algorithm called ASH. In the literature, the classification of
hashtags are all based on the same time resolution.In this
research, we find that the definitions of successful hashtag
are different when studies under different time resolution.
This research project aims at discovering evolution patterns
of successful hashtags in different time scale and explore
the life cycle of typical hashtag in three different time reso-
lutions. Also, by filtering out all tool hashtags and focusing
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on commercial hashtags, this study would be more practi-
cal to advertisers who conduct online marketing campaign.
High dimensional data matrices are investigated utilizing
subspace learning in [7][8].

2. Approach

The proposed approach consists of the following seven
major tasks:
- define three features (initiators, commentators, propaga-
tors)
- convert from tweet object to hashtag object
- sort all hashtag objects according to popularity
- analyze hashtags in different time resolu-
tion(month/day/hour)
- filter out tool hashtags and analyze commercial and
eventful hashtags in the same time resolution(day)
- focusing on newly emerged hashtags and analyze them in
the proper time resolution.
- visualize the evolution of four chosen hashtags
- explore the life cycle of the hashtag

In the first task, three features of a hashtag are defined
as followed. Initiators of a particular hashtag are tweets
which originally include that hashtag. An example of an
initiator tweet would be ”Great restaurant! #LuluNoodles”.
Propagators of a particular hashtag are tweets which di-
rectly retweet the tweet that include that hashtag without
adding any comments. An example of a propagator tweet
would be ”RT Great restaurant! #LuluNoddles”. Commen-
tators of a particular hashtag are tweets which retweet the
tweet that include that hashtag with their own comments.
An example of a commentator tweet would be ”Nice ser-
vice too RT Great restaurant! #LuluNoddles”. In the sec-
ond task, we first define the hashtag object to include the
fields of hashtag, initiators, commentators, propagators, and
popularity, where hashtag contains the content of that hash-
tag, initiators, commentators and propagators contain the
set of tweets of respective features, and popularity contains
the total number of tweets from three different features.
Then we iterate all tweet files and convert the twitter ob-
jects into hashtag objects and store all hashtags with a pop-
ularity above 100 into a JSON. In the third task, hashtags
are sorted according to popularity. In addition, to prepare
for analysis of features based on different time resolutions,
all features are sorted according the UTC time in this task.
In the fourth task, hashtags are analyzed based on differ-
ent resolution. For example, yearly analysis are conducted
on popular hashtags including ”teaparty” which stands for
”taxed enough already party” and ”tcot” which stands for
”top conservatives on twitter” based on a month resolu-
tion; Monthly analysis are conducted on popular hashtags
including ”ff” which stands for ”follow friday” and ”wnot”
which stands for ”weekly news on twitter” based on a day

resolution; Daily analysis are conducted on popular hash-
tags including ”cnndebate” and ”betawards” which stands
for ”Black Entertainment Talent awards” based on a hour
resolution. In the fifth task, we define tool hashtags as hash-
tags that are used as tools to indicate relationship, twitter
news, general emotion or general user behavior. The ex-
amples are ”followfriday”, ”tcot” which indicates for ”top
conservatives on twitter”, ”love”, or ”travel”. In this task,
we filter out all tool hashtags, then we pick 100 eventful
and commercial hashtags from the hashtags sorted in the
third task, then we analyze those hashtags on daily bases.
In the sixth task, we further filter out all famous commer-
cial and eventful hashtags and focus on the newly emerged
hashtags. Hashtags like ”google” and ”Oscar” are excluded.
In the seventh task, we pick three hashtags to visualize the
evolution of them. The first one is ”CrushUp”, which is a
wine tasting event, representing the newly emerged hash-
tags. The second one is ”AliceBucketList”, which is a twit-
ter hot keyword indicating a girl’s last wish when suffering
terminal cancer. The third one is ”Oscar”. we visualize the
evolutions of them in three to seven hours in a node-edge
graph. The hashtag of ”Dodge” is studied under the time
resolution of day. Nodes are defined as the users that in-
clude this hashtag in their tweets, while edges are the men-
tioning relationship between different users. In the eighth
task, we google this hashtag on the day to conduct analysis
on and demonstration the event and the hubris in the graph
is actually where many other people retweets from.

The scalability of this approach is mainly limited by the
sorting algorithm. Currently the dataset that we use con-
tains 3 million tweets from a certain region of the world
from 2009 to 2011[1]. However, if the dataset is larger,
the sorting process according to popularity could be time-
consuming. However, distributed computing system could
be utilized to process larger datasets. Despite the highly sit-
uational and socially-embedded interactions in social me-
dia, our modeling approach assumed the observation of
hashtags on users are the result of an independent process.
We also assume hashtags are unique in classifying events,
that is, we ignore the case that the same hashtag is used to
identify two different events. In addition, we assume the
popularity of a hashtag is only determined by the number of
tweets, not the content of tweets, the dynamics are carried
by hashtags and the dynamics of each hashtag is character-
ized by its different types of users.

3. Experimental setup and practical results

In the first part, three evolution patterns are identified by
conducting distribution analysis on all popularity hashtags
with popularities above 100. They are long-lasting hash-
tags, periodical hashtags, and explosive hashtags.Fig. 1
shows the typical evolution pattern of long-lasting hash-
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Figure 1. Long-lasting hashtag pattern.

tags. The two figures show the numbers of initiators and
commentators distribution of the two hashtags of ”ff” and
”tcot” throughout the year of 2010. ”ff” stand for ”follow
friday”, which is a subculture of twitter. Twitter users use it
when suggesting other user to follow the user that used this
hashtag. ”tcot” stands for ”Top conservatives on twitter”,
which is a coalition of conservatives on the Internet. From
this figure, the initiators and commentators of both hashtags
fluctuate within a certain interval throughout the year since
hashtags in this type are constantly used to attract following
or to indicate users identities.

When conducting yearly analysis, another type of hash-
tags are noticed besides long-lasting hashtags. Instead of
distributed throughout the year, the number of tweets keeps
silent for most of the month, but soars for one month. So
an monthly analysis of June 2011 for all hashtags is con-
ducted based on day resolution. Fig. 2 shows the typical
evolution pattern of period hashtags. This tweet number of
this type of hashtags fall in the pattern of periodically going
up and down. Usually hashtags indicating sports games or
weekly twitter events fall into this pattern. The two figures
show the numbers of initiators and commentators distribu-
tion of the two hashtags of ”mavs” and ”heat” throughout
the 15 days of June 2011. This picture presents the sce-
narios of 2011 NBA final series where Dallas Mavericks
played against Miami Heat. We can see that besides the
size difference, these two hashtags follow the exactly same
pattern where the peak indicates a game day and valley indi-
cates a rest day. Noticeably, number of tweets about ”Mavs”
are always more than that about ”heat”, especially on the
day of June. 12th, when Dallas Mavericks won the series.
When conducting monthly analysis, another type of hash-
tag is identified. In this type, tweet number remains low for
most days of the month, yet for a particular day, the tweet
number explodes. Therefore, a daily analysis is conducted
towards this type of hashtag based on hour resolution.

Fig. 3 represents the typical evolution pattern of ex-
plosive hashtags. The daily evolutions ”cnndebate” and
”betawards” follow this pattern, in which from a start-
ing hour, the number of tweet about this hashtag explodes

Figure 2. Periodical hashtag pattern.

Figure 3. Explosive hashtag pattern.

within one to a few hours. Both of these hashtags started
to explode around 7 pm June. 11th 2011, when these two
shows went on Television.

In this part, the evolution patterns of three type of hash-
tags are identified. The results are of great significance
since it provides more insight into the types of popular hash-
tags based different time resolution. Even though the result
perfectly corresponds with the facts which demonstrate the
correctness of my approach, tool hashtags dominate two out
of three hashtag patterns.

In the second part of the result, we filtered out all
of the tool hashtags and focused on research of commer-
cial and eventful hashtags based on daily resolution. We
classify those hashtags by two dimensions. The first di-
mension is the role(initiators dominated or commentator
dominated)that dominated the spread of the hashtag, while
the second dimension is the development(explosive or con-
stant) of role tweets. Four patterns are identified. They
are initiators-dominated explosive hashtags, commentators-
dominated explosive hashtags, initiators-dominated con-
stant hashtags and commentators-dominated constant hash-
tags. After filtering out and all the tool hashtags, further
filtering is conducted by focusing on newly emerged com-
mercial hashtags. The result turn out to be there are very
few newly-emerged hashtags. Out of 2000 hashtags with
mentioning over 100 times, only one hashtag indicates half
commercial purpose, which is ”#crushup” indicating for a
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Figure 4. Type 1 initiators dominated explo-
sive hashtag pattern.

free wine tasting party hosted by a particular company. Fig.
4 shows the typical evolution pattern of initiators-dominated
explosive hashtags. The daily evolutions of ”grammys”,
”HappyFathersDay”, ”Oscars”, ”caseyanthony”, ”CnnDe-
bate” follow this pattern, in which the hashtags remain
silent until a certain date in a month. It is not hard to see
most hashtags from this pattern are eventful hashtags that
happened on a particular day. Hashtags following this pat-
tern have much more initiators than commentators, which
indicates users use these hashtags much like a labeled sec-
tions on a bulletin board to disseminate messages that they
want to draw attention to. For example, for the hashtag of
”HappyFathersDay”, twitter users mostly use that to convey
wishes to their fathers.

Fig. 5 demonstrates the typical evolution pattern
of commentators-dominated explosive hashtags. The
daily evolution of ”AliceBucketList”, ”wavaflow” ,
”Obama2012” , ”maypam” , ”dirk” follow this pattern, in
which hashtags also remain silent until a certain date in a
month. Like initiators-dominated explosive hashtags, most
hashtags from this pattern are eventful hashtags that hap-
pened on a particular day, however, more commentators are
shown than initiators, which indicates users use these hash-
tags as a labeled room where people meet and exchange
ideas. For example, for the hashtag of ”AliceBucketList”,
twitter users who include this hashtags show sympathy as
well as connect with each other to contribute to accomplish
Alice’s last wishes.

Fig. 6 shows the typical evolution pattern of initiators-
dominated constant hashtags. The daily evolution of
”google”, ”yankees”, ”itunes”, ”cnn”, ”soundcloud” follow
this pattern, in which hashtags emerge constantly through-
out the month. It is obvious that most hashtags from this
pattern are commercial ones. Hashtags following this pat-

Figure 5. Type 2 commentators dominated
explosive hashtag pattern.

Figure 6. Type 3 initiators dominated con-
stant hashtag pattern.

tern have much more initiators than commentators, which
indicates business owns and product users use these hash-
tags like a labeled sections on a bulletin board to broadcast
information to its audiences. For example, for the hash-
tag of ”google”, we can see that google constant initiates
event that summons users to include hashtags to add to the
popularity of the hashtag. The other way to see this is that
by detecting who is tweeting about this hashtag, companies
could find the right audiences or potential customers.
Fig. 7 shows the typical evolution pattern of commentators-
dominated constant hashtags. The daily evolution of ”ver-
izon”, ”xbox360”, ”dodgers”, ”newsgator”, ”haiti” follow
this pattern, in which hashtags emerge constantly through-
out the month as the previous pattern. However, hashtags
following this pattern have more commentators than initia-
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Figure 7. Type 4 commentators dominated
constant hashtag pattern.

tors, which indicates that users are more likely to take ad-
vantage of the social aspect of hashtags. They also user
those hashtag as tools to find and meet people who share
your interests, both personal and professional ones. For ex-
ample, for the hashtag of ”xbox360”, we could observe that
game lovers gather in the hashtag to exchange ideas about
new games and updates in the xbox systems.
Fig. 8 shows the dynamic life cycle of ”Oscars”, a initiators-
dominated explosive hashtag. The hashtag is for the 83rd
Academy Awards. With 29 nodes yet only 7 edges at 23:00,
it is observed that the nodes emerge isolatedly, which corre-
sponds to the nature of initiators dominated hashtags. Peo-
ple include this hashtags use it as a bulletin board mainly to
express rather than exchange ideas about the event.
Fig. 9 shows the dynamic life cycle of ”challenger2011”,
a commentators-dominated explosive hashtag. The hash-
tag is about a new car model of Dodge in the year of 2011.
Commentators emerge at around 5pm, when 7 nodes and
3 edges are observed. As more commentators join the dis-
cussion, the hashtag reach peak at 11pm, when 89 nodes
and 71 edges are observed. Hashtags in this patterns show
more interaction between users as the ratio of mentioning
relationship is higher than that of initiators dominated hash-
tags.
Figure 10 shows the dynamic life cycle of ”CrushUp”, an

initiators-dominated explosive hashtag on June. 9th 2011 as
the only newly emerged commercial hashtag found in 2000
popular hashtags. The hashtag is an wine tasting party start-
ing at 18:00 and ending at 19:00. The nodes in this pictures
are users that tweet the hashtag of ”CrushUp”, while the
edges indicate the mentioning relations between users. A
noticeable hubris could be identified in this pattern, so we
get the user ID to find the user for the hubris node. The
node turns out to be Michael Wangbickler(picture 11), an
influential CEO and Partner at Balzac Communications.

Figure 8. Life cycle ”#oscar”.

Figure 9. Life cycle ”#AliceBucketList”.

The limitation of my approach is that for hashtags that could
not be captured within one time resolution have to be aban-
doned. For example, when carrying month analysis, for
popular hashtags that emerged from the end of May and
lasted to the middle of June, the tweet number might be de-
ducted. Therefore, this kind of hashtags must be ignored.
Future research will address this problem by using dynamic
time resolution.

4. Conclusion and Future work

In this study, twitter hashtags are thoroughly studies in
terms of quantitative features of initiators and commenta-
tors under different time resolution of month, day and hour.
By studying the most popular hashtags from the dataset of
3 million twitters, we observe that a large portion of most
popular hashtags is tool hashtags which indicate identity or
to attract followers. Tool hashtags often exist for a long
time and the distribution is relatively even through a long
time interval, so they follow the pattern of long lasting hash-

Figure 10. Life cycle ”#CrushUp”.
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Figure 11. The tweet of Hubris.

tags under the time resolution of month. An example is
”ff” which indicates follow back. Eventful and commeri-
cal hashtags are studied under two dimensions, four types
of hashtags, initiators-dominated explosive, commentators-
dominated explosive, initiators-dominated constant, and
commentators-dominated constant hashtags, are identified
by studying the evolution pattern after filtering out all tool
hashtags.

Explosive hashtags indicated one-time events. This
type of hashtag shows the pattern of explosive increase and
drastically decrease. Constant hashtags indicated repetitive
events or brand marketing. This type of hashtag shows a
long life cycle and constant emergence. Initiator-dominated
hashtags are mostly used as a labeled sessions on a bulletin
board where users could disseminate messages that they
want to draw attention to, while commentator-dominated
hashtags are mostly used as a labeled room where people
could take more advantage of the social aspect of twitter to
exchange ideas about a certain topic and find those that can
help them extend their influences through their own larger
audiences, therefore further amplifying and endorsing the
message. Newly defined patterns are studied under the time
resolution of day. The life cycles of a commercial and an
eventful hashtag are studied under the resolution of hour.
By identifying the node that is connected by most other oth-
ers with the profile the user, the study approach is demon-
strated to be valid.

After studying the evolution patterns of popular hashtags,
several suggestions could be given to advertisers who wants
to start marketing campaign. The first one is to avoid using
complete commercial hashtags. It is observed that the por-
tion of newly emerged commercial hashtags is extremely
low in the pool of popular hashtags, which indicates twitter
users don’t like completely new commercial hashtags. An
alternative promotion approach would be to attach commer-
cial hashtags to a relative popular tool or eventful hashtag.
The second one is to use power user. In the case study of
the only one newly emerged commercial hashtag, the in-
fluence of power user dominates the dissemination of the
tweet. As a advertiser, to take advantage of the influence of
power user is the key to success of a promotion campaign.
The third one is to create a commentator dominant hashtag.

Allowing people to exchange ideas under a hashtag, instead
of just using it as a bulletin board is significant to the suc-
cess of a hashtag. The success of ”challenger2011” from
Dodge could be a good example to demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of promotion for a new product. Even though pat-
terns for popular hashtags are identified and concrete find-
ing about what makes a newly emerged hashtag popular is
answered , the study would be more convincing if more data
could be acquired to support the study. Future work could
be carried from the following directions, firstly, to utilize a
larger dataset and study the user habit from all geographi-
cal regions; Secondly, to use even smaller time resolution
to study the evolution of explosive hashtags; Third, to intro-
duce more features, e.g, propagators, to study the pattern of
evolution of popular hashtags.
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